Cold-end equipment

COLD-END EQUIPMENT

OMS Group:

COMPETENCE
AND EXPERIENCE
IN INTEGRATED
PACKAGING LINES
From complete strapping stretch and shrink ﬁlm hooding to pallet
protection, this is what the product range of the company in this article
– OMS Group – covers. But let’s not stop there because these products,
some of which are presented here, are backed by more than half a
century of competence and experience.

MS Group is a world
leader in the development and production
of equipment and systems for
the glass industry. Established in
1949 and based in Paruzzaro, 50
kilometres west of Milan, northern Italy, OMS Group has a longestablished tradition of designing
and manufacturing world-class
strapping, wrapping and hooding
systems for end-of-line packaging of palletized products for all
market sectors.
In addition to its Italian headquarters, the group also has
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11 subsidiaries located in Italy,
Europe, US, Asia and Oceania.
At glasstec this year, OMS
Group will be present with its
integrated systems for packaging
lines and facilities, offering ever
improved performance and cost
savings for glassmakers.

THE COMPANY –
EXPERIENCE, MACHINES
AND PHILOSOPHY
The Group’s competence and
experience in the ﬁeld of integrated systems for packaging
lines and facilities, accumulated
in more than half a century, are
without equal.
OMS constantly develops and
updates its technological platforms aimed at customized and
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innovative solutions for its clients,
offering the beneﬁts of improved
performance and cost savings.
A complete production of endof-the-line packaging machines
for the glass sector: complete
strapping stretch and shrink ﬁlm
hooding.
Our machines’ reliability is
guaranteed by years of experience, a qualiﬁed staff and a
structure which exploits the most
modern organizational criteria.
Consolidation and enlargement of the worldwide sales and
assistance network as well as
continuous research to continuously improve machine performance in order to reduce costs
and to use materials with the least
possible environmental impact.

PRODUCT RANGE
AT530

This combined automatic
machine is speciﬁcally designed
for the hollow glass industry
and, on a single work station,
applies and thermo shrinks the
hood onto the pallet of bottles.
Depending on the chosen model,
the machine can use and automatically select up to three different coils of ﬁlm with side gussets. The ﬁlm is retracted onto
the product by four independent
ﬂameless burners.
Top pallet protection

OMS’ automatic system can
apply and thermo-shrink a sheet
of plastic ﬁlm on top of the load,
hermetically and mechanically to
protect the top part of the load,
which is generally subject to tears
due to stacking. This operation
guarantees improved hermetic
and mechanic sealing.

Horizontal strapping 06CL

OMS’ horizontal strapping
machine for palletized hollow
glass features an arch driven on a
linear rack where a light compactor is mounted on four sides to
guarantees the perfect positioning of the strap on the pallet,
simpliﬁed head maintenance with
quick release connectors and
strapping programs that can be
easily managed from the operator panel.

Vertical Pressing &
Strapping 078RP

The vertical strapping machine
for palletized products has a top
press capacity of up to 3,000
Kilos. The machine can apply
multiple strapping patterns in
both directions (from 2x0 up to
4x4), thanks to the programmable side shifting device working
in combination with the turntable
placed below the machine.O

OMS GROUP
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www.omsspa.com
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